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About This Game

Enter the pages of the hand painted world of Journal. A journey through the life of a young and troubled girl as she tries to face
up to the choices and responsibilities that come with childhood. An experience that questions the reliability of how we choose to

remember events and explores the truths hidden within our dreams.

Journal is a narrative driven adventure game by Richard Perrin, the creator of Kairo and the white chamber, with art and writing
by Melissa Royall.
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Publisher:
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While I was playing this game I was getting upset with how poorly the story was being told. Why was this kid going around
stealing\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 breaking windows and blaming it on her best friend, and generally being in
cohoots with\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665people while trying to act nice and normal? And what is the cutscenes
with this carnival business? The story was confusing and I wanted it to give me the motives for what the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 was actually going on. But then the end hits and you're like... WHOA.... THIS IS A
TRIP!\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665MAKES SO MUCH SENSE! Mostly anyway. I think it could've been a touch
less innocent and a touch more sensible but overall, it's a storytelling experience I haven't really experienced in other games and
really enjoyed!

P.S. Secret Ending Is Best Ending. :P
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